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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a set of computational tools developed for displaying, manipulating, and analyzing machine-readable monolingual and bilingual dictionaries. The tools illustrate some of the possibilities of on-line reference systems for lexical data. The paper also shows a configuration of these tools in a workstation for terminologists in the creation of bilingual technical term dictionaries for a variety of applications. Finally, it shows how the workstation, as well as further tools under development, point the way toward the implementation of a general workstation for lexicographers.

1. Introduction

The development of large numbers of natural language interfaces and processing systems, most of them requiring a dictionary system or subsystem to provide information about words, has brought with it increased interest in the computational exploitation of large machine-readable dictionaries to satisfy requirements for information about large numbers of words. The exploitation of machine-readable dictionary tapes supplied by publishers has proceeded in two major directions: for dictionary subsystems and for on-line reference systems. Most natural language interfaces and processing systems, such as natural language query, text critiquing, speech synthesis and recognition, information retrieval, and machine translation, require a dictionary (sub)system with information about large numbers of words. Some of this information is only implicit in machine-readable dictionaries and must be extracted using sophisticated techniques (Atkins et. al. 1987, Klavans 1988), some of it would be arcane to the casual user, and most—if not all—of it is never seen by the user of the natural language processing system. The group of on-line referencing systems includes telephone books, poster systems, on-line documentation or help systems, dictionaries, and even almanacs and encyclopedias. On-line dictionaries for people present information for direct use at the user's workstation.

 Lexicographers can benefit in a number of ways from the exploitation of machine readable dictionaries in the computational sphere. Better dictionaries will result from awareness of both the requirements of dictionaries for people and systems and the problems encountered in the process of building these dictionaries. Such problems range from formatting errors in the tapes (Michiels 1982, Boguraev 1987), to inconsistency in lexicographical methodology (Ravin et al. 1988) to lack of a lexicographical theory underlying the structure of definitions (see Atkins and Levin 1988).

 Computational tools for lexicographers are being developed as a result of the recent activity in computational lexicography. For development of future diction-
aries, lexicographers will need, among other things, tools for research and exploration of existing lexicographical data, and tools for management of new lexical data under development. In this paper we describe an on-line dictionary reference system, a data base management system for bilingual technical terminology, and a lexical data base system and query language. Originally developed separately to serve independently motivated goals in lexicographical research and terminology management, they share some components and philosophy, and, taken together, identify and meet some of the needs of lexicographers.

WordSmith is an on-line dictionary referencing system built by the Lexical Systems Project at Thomas J. Watson Research Center in Yorktown Heights, New York. The experience in building and experimenting with this system has given us insights into the needs of users of dictionaries and ways that on-line reference can satisfy those needs, and has suggested further lines of lexicographical research (Byrd 1988). WordSmith itself has become a tool for that research by facilitating on-line exploration of lexical information, encouraging exploitation of the results of otherwise independent lexicological analyses, and motivating new analyses aimed at supplying the different lexical access paths which human users of dictionaries require.

Terminology File System (TFS), developed at IBM European Language Services in Copenhagen, Denmark, is a workstation for terminologists in the creation of bilingual technical terminology data bases. WordSmith has recently been incorporated into TFS to allow the terminologist full access to any of the available on-line dictionaries, including other TFS dictionaries and the dictionary under development. While WordSmith provides access to the TFS dictionary as a dictionary, TFS utilities provide access to it as a data base. Both types of access are fundamental to the terminologist’s workstation, providing a rich and flexible environment for the creation of technical term glossaries.

TFS manages terminology dictionaries that are created by hand or have been converted from other data in data base format. The concept of converting any machine-readable dictionary in text format to a data base has been implemented in the Dictionary Entry Parser (DEP), Lexical Data Base (LDB) architecture, and Lexical Query Language (LQL), developed by Lexical Systems. With these tools, existing machine-readable dictionaries have been parsed and stored as data bases that can be queried by an analyst or lexicographer. These tools are the center of an ever-expanding computational tool kit for the creation of future dictionaries for systems and for people.

2. WordSmith

The rather straightforward process of transforming sequential tapes provided by publishers into random access files that can be queried on-line by users has been described many times in the literature (see, for example, Akkerman et al. 1985, Amsler 1987, CELEX 1987, Cowie 1987). Commercial products embodying this technology include versions of Merriam dictionaries sold by Proximity, Inc., the Collins bilingual dictionaries prepared by Linguatech, Inc., and various dictionaries in the Bookshelf product sold by Microsoft, Inc.
Most of these products present the dictionary as an on-line version of a printed dictionary. However, random access to dictionary entries by headword does not meet all the needs of human users of dictionaries, nor does it exploit the possibilities offered by the computer for alternate access paths to lexical data, for example by sound, meaning, or, in the case of bilingual dictionaries, translation. It is well known that people require access to word information by sound, meaning, and other aspects of a word (Fox et al. 1980, Kay 1983, and Miller 1985). Further, lexicographers and terminologists require access to the same information in existing sources and their own dictionaries under development by imaginably any piece of information associated with the words. The WordSmith on-line dictionary referencing system facilitates on-line exploration of lexical information, because it offers the user not only random access by headword, but by many other access paths as well.

Originally, WordSmith was designed as a tool to allow members of the Lexical Systems project to conveniently inspect the contents of dictionary entries. WordSmith allows fast and easy access to a large number of machine-readable dictionaries, including Webster's Seventh Collegiate Dictionary (henceforth W7), the Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English (LDOCE), two synonym dictionaries, four bilingual dictionaries, English dictionaries of technical terms and acronyms, and, most recently, a large number of bilingual technical term dictionaries created in IBM's translation centers. WordSmith has gone beyond its original charter; it has a world-wide user community within IBM as an on-line dictionary referencing system and has been incorporated into TFS.

Typically, the WordSmith user requires access to a dictionary from an editor, while performing a task such as writing or translating a document. The user can access any of the dictionaries from within the editor by pointing to the requested word with the cursor and pressing an appropriately defined function key. WordSmith offers the user a choice between a multi-window interface and a multi-dimensional interface. The multi-window interface is illustrated in Fig. 1, where the user

```
WordSmith Dictionary WEBSTER7: (c) G. & C. Merriam IBM Internal Use Only
+ knead---------------------------------------------*
  | head, he'd, mead, mede, mead. (knead),
  | knead*, need*, weak-knead, knock-knead,*
  | we'd.  + knock-knead--
  | + RHYME---------------------------------*
  | knock-knee (n)
+ knead---------------------------------------------*
  | knead (vt)----------------------------------*
  | a condition in which the legs curve
  | in a condition in which the legs curve
  | inward at the knees
+ DEFINITIONS:
  | knock-knee (a)
  | to work and press into a mass-----WEBSTER7---*
  | if with the hands
  | to form or shape as if by kneading
  | to treat as if by kneading
  | kneader (n)
+WEBSTER7----------------------------------------*

E=WS 1=HLP 2=COM 3=Q 4=FND 5=RAIS 6=MOV 7=SCR 9=SAV 10=MRK 11=FLP 12=SHUT

Figure 1 A sample WordSmith screen: multi-window interface
```
has looked up the entries for *kneed* in W7 and in a rhyming dictionary, and the entry
for *knock-kneed* in W7. The interface allows the user to open new windows by
pointing with the cursor at any word on the screen (in the file under edit or in a win-
dow) and pressing the FIND key. Windows can also be moved, raised, or closed by
means of function keys. Multi-word entries can be accessed by marking the first
word with the cursor and the MARK function key and the last with the cursor and
FIND.

Depending on the dictionary, entries may be accessed by morphological
variants of their headwords or by run-on forms, as in the case of *knock-kneed*.

Fig. 2 illustrates one of the same words on the multi-dimensional interface. The
dimension architecture offers alternate access paths to words in the dictionary by
allowing the user to explore dimensions, or neighborhoods of words. Neighbor-
hoods might represent criteria such as the spelling of the word (as in alphabetical
order), reverse spelling of the word, or the pronunciation (as in a pronunciation-
based rhyming dictionary). Since users might want to manipulate multiple dimen-
sions simultaneously, the interface allows up to four dimensions to be displayed at
once. In Fig. 2, dimension 1 is the list of alphabetical neighbors from the same dic-
tionary as the word in the box ("knead" from W7). Dimension 2 is a list of rhyming
words based on a linear rhyming dimension (described in Byrd and Chodorow
1985); dimension 3 is a reverse spelling list, showing words that end the same as the
word in the box. Dimension 4, emerging from the left of the box, lists words recently
looked up by the user.

As with the multi-window interface, the user can navigate the space of one or
multiple dictionaries by pointing at the next word with the cursor and pressing the
FIND key. Because users may want to look up words in different dictionaries in the
same session, WordSmith supports the definition of a "flip ring", a circular list of
dictionaries which can be accessed in sequence by using the FLIP function key, a
particularly useful feature for users of bilingual dictionaries or indexed terminology
dictionaries.

Dimensions offer one kind of alternate access path to dictionary data; indexes
offer another. A simple dictionary index application is one that we have implement-
ed for IBM’s Dictionary of Computing, a technical term dictionary. Because tech-
nical term dictionaries contain large numbers of multi-word entries, we have found
it useful to build an index over the blank-delimited words in the headwords of that
dictionary. WordSmith treats the index the same as any dictionary. Fig. 3 shows the
result when a user has looked up the list of words containing the word *radix* in the
index, and then flipped to the technical term dictionary to look up one of them.

A significant aspect of the WordSmith architecture is its flexibility. The user can
easily add new dictionaries and dimensions to the system. Definition of a
"metadictionary" is also possible, where, for example, the dictionary is defined as
the union of two other dictionaries or interleaving of several dictionaries with a
defined precedence relationship. This feature is useful to the user who wants to
define a single (logical) monolingual English dictionary, for which WordSmith dis-
plays in one box definitions for the same word from a list of dictionaries (for
example, W7 and LDOCE) or the definition from the first dictionary in the list that
has the word. The user who wants to define a single logical dictionary consisting of
a base dictionary and one or more addendum dictionaries containing updates (a so-
called "cascade" of files) can do that as well.
Figure 2 A sample WordSmith screen: multi-dimensional interface.

There is a defined interface which the dictionary access programs must meet; but within the programs, the dictionary designers may store and access their data in any way that they desire. The WordSmith toolkit contains a standard entry formatting program and storage and access method.

Figure 3 Indexed access to the IBM Dictionary of Computing.
The Dictionary Access Method, DAM (Byrd et al. 1986b) is a file format and access method used for the commercial dictionaries, as well as those used by TFS. It offers facilities needed by dictionary data, such as true alphabetical order in a variety of languages, random and forward and backward sequential access, and support for indexing and addenda.

3. Terminology File System

The problems of managing, standardizing, updating, and disseminating bilingual technical terminology in a corporation that has to translate more than 250,000 pages of technical documentation per year into 30 languages at 22 translation centers worldwide led to the development of Terminology File System (TFS), a data base system for entering, viewing, and analyzing technical terminology.

Figure 4 TFS Quick Path entry panel.

TFS features a series of data entry panels for entering and updating English terminology, definitions, translations, abbreviations, aliases, part of speech, subject area, and bookkeeping or control information. Because requirements and practices vary in the many Translation Centers where TFS is installed, TFS offers in addition to the standard data entry panel a quick path panel (shown in Fig. 4), containing the most commonly used data fields. The user can choose to be prompted for other data fields as well. The TFS dictionary file, like the Lexical Data Base described in the next section, is a data base in DAM format and supports hierarchically structured entries. This hierarchical structure reflects the structure of dictionaries where an entry can have any number of sense ("usages" in TFS terminology) and each sense can have any number of target language terms. Unlike the younger LDB format,
where the hierarchy can be arbitrarily deep and may have any number of different node types (attributes and values) at any level, TFS format allows two levels of hierarchy and a fixed number of data fields. Fig. 5 shows the structure of the TFS record; for clarity, some data fields have been omitted from the figure. For each headword or term there can be any number of senses or usages. For each usage there is, among other things, control information, part of speech and morphological class, aliases, formal definition, subject area, and any number of target language terms. For each target language term there is, among other things, control information, formal definition of the term in the target language, target term morphological class and part of speech, and aliases. It is significant that, with the hierarchical structure allowing an arbitrary number of like-type usage (sense) and translation nodes, TFS can support entry and maintenance of lexical data in a way that a conventional relational data base containing normalized relations (for example, any of the data base systems now available on personal computers) cannot. The TFS user interface allows the user to cycle through these multiple instances on each hierarchical level with a touch of a function key.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source term (headword or key)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Usage (sense)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part of speech and morphological features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formal English definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source of definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synonym (aliases)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source of English term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific product code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National glossary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Status code</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Target term                  |
| Preferred translation in target language |
| Aliases in target language   |
| Part of speech and morphological features |
| Source of national language definition |
| Source of national language term |
| Subject area code            |
| IBM machine number           |
| Specific product code        |
| User audience code           |
| Comments & prompts           |
| Create date                  |
| Create userid                |
| Last update date             |
| Update userid                |

Figure 5 Data fields in TFS record.

Because a TFS data base is also a DAM file, it can be treated as a dictionary in the WordSmith system. WordSmith has been installed as an integral part of the TFS system to give terminologists free and flexible access to as many dictionaries as they wish. WordSmith is used to display the terminologist's own TFS dictionary entries in the Browse option of TFS; further, WordSmith can be entered from most points in TFS to allow the user to look up a word in any WordSmith dictionary, including available TFS dictionaries.
TFSEARCH ------- TFS -- Browse English term -------

Specify the search argument using the English term

abend

or the search argument using the National term

Main file User addendum

DANISH DENADD
TFSDAM TFSAD
E E

ENTER = process PF1 = Help/info PF3 = quit

Figure 6 TFS Browse panel.

TFS makes extensive use of DAM’s addendum and indexing facilities. In an environment where the terminology dictionaries are continually being updated by many terminologists, who often have to use a consensus strategy to arrive at their national language version of a newly coined English technical term, it is useful to have a base dictionary of “accepted” terms that can be accessed by the community at large, including translators, managers, and marketing people, and an “addendum” or update dictionary containing current work that is visible only to terminologists. The addendum mechanism in DAM allows both WordSmith and TFS to view a cascade of base dictionary and addendum as a single logical file, with the addendum taking precedence. TFS allows definition of up to four addendum files plus a base file. The selection and definition of the cascade is part of the user profile facility and can be changed by the user at any time.

TFS also uses DAM’s built-in indexing capability. In principle, an index could be built on any field, subfield, or combination of these. In practice, TFS has two built-in indexes, an index on blank-delimited words in source terms, abbreviations, and aliases, and one on words in target language terms, target language abbreviations, and target language aliases. From the Browse panel (see Fig. 6) a user can initiate a search for a term by a word or combination of words in the source or target term (or abbreviation or alias). Specification of a search argument in Browse initiates a WordSmith lookup with the index as the first dictionary, two versions of the main dictionary (short and long display form), and the other index on the flip ring. Fig. 7 shows the results of a sequence that began in TFS: the user requested a source term index search for the term abend, flipped to the main dictionary to look up one of the words displayed in the index (system abend code), and then flipped to the Danish target term index to determine what other English terms are translated with the same Danish term.
The index search is not sensitive to case, and in a future release, it will not be sensitive to inflectional affixation, either. Variations on specification of the search argument allow the user a larger range of fuzzy matching. A wildcard character at the end of the search argument allows retrieval of all index terms matching up to the wildcard character. An "or" operator (";") allows for display of the results of several index retrievals in one box. For example, if the search argument is "data;base" the index retrieval lists all terms having either "data" or "base" in them. The "and" operator (blank), on the other hand, narrows the index search; for example, specification of "data base" retrieves all terms having both "data" and "base" in them.

While WordSmith provides access to the TFS dictionary as a dictionary, the TFS utilities provide access to it as a data base. In addition to the edit/update option, TFS offers the terminologist utilities which assist in terminology management. Terminologists using corpus analysis programs to discover new terminology in documents to be translated can submit the results of the corpus analysis to TFS to determine which terms are already present or missing from their TFS terminology dictionary. Extractions suitable as input for other computational programs are provided, as well as format conversion utilities. Listings of various kinds, displaying only some of the data fields like English term and national language term, are available. Users can also request listings in a markup language format, suitable for printing as text. All listings and extractions can be restricted by subject area code, product code, or alphabetical section of the dictionary. One of the capabilities of TFS—and this should be of particular interest to print lexicographers—are options for printing, with GML markup tags added, any subset of the words in a TFS dictionary. Data subsets can be defined as a subset of which words to print, depending on the value contained in a given field or combination of fields, or as a subset of which fields to print, or both. Typesetting information for a bilingual technical term dictionary published by IBM Germany (1985) was produced in exactly this way using another data base storage system. In the future, such printed dictionaries can be produced from TFS on-line dictionaries. A consequence of this approach is that terminologists do not have to concern themselves with typesetting conventions or font codes and can instead concentrate on the data, thus saving time and effort. It also means that the dictionary data base can contain any amount of information.
desired or needed for a variety of applications, even if it is not all wanted in the printed book.

Many of the desiderata for a workstation for terminologist's are satisfied with TFS: easy and flexible access along several kinds of access paths to the terminologist's own data as well as to all available on-line dictionaries and glossaries using the same user interface, logical merging of terminology files as cascaded addenda, data entry panels with field prompts, management of hierarchically structured dictionary data, and varied listing capabilities. Desired improvements lie in the area of increased generalization, allowing the user full flexibility in defining the hierarchical structure of the dictionary entry including the depth and fields desired, and in defining the format and data content of listings, WordSmith displays, and data entry panels.

4. Lexical Data Bases and Lexical Query Language

In its current form, TFS performs well as a system for entering, managing, and displaying bilingual technical terminology. Because of its limited flexibility, however, there is still a large leap from TFS to a general data base system which any lexicographer could use to maintain entries for a general dictionary. The attempt to convert typesetting tapes from several COLLINS bilingual dictionaries, whose format is essentially running text, to a data base that can be analyzed, queried, and even updated, has helped to define some of the requirements in data structures and access that might be required for such a general workstation. We will briefly describe the Dictionary Entry Parser (DEP), the Lexical Data Base (LDB) system, and the Lexical Query Language (LQL); readers interested in full descriptions of their capabilities and applications should consult Byrd et al. (1988) and Neff, et al. (1988b). These tools were originally developed to facilitate research and analysis of our on-line dictionary resources; however, it is possible to imagine extensions toward a lexicographer's workstation.

Dictionary entries are typically organized as shallow hierarchies of information with a variable number of instances of certain items at each level, e.g. multiple homographs within an entry or multiple senses within a homograph. More formally, they can be characterized as finite depth hierarchies of attribute-value pairs with a variable number of instances of specific nodes at each level. At each node there is an attribute name and a value, which can be either a simple value, or an entire subtree. Fig. 9 shows a simplified sample outline or template for dictionary entries in the COLLINS SANSONI ENGLISH-ITALIAN DICTIONARY. Recognizing that for dictionary entries, relational data bases with normalized relations do not capture the hierarchical relationships of data items to one another in an intuitively satisfying way, we have defined and built a Lexical Data Base (LDB) architecture within the DAM format, a Dictionary Entry Parser (DEP) to parse dictionary entries into hierarchically structured trees of attribute value pairs (Neff et al. (1988b)), and a Lexical Query Language (LQL) for querying, extracting from, and updating the Lexical Data Bases (LDB's) built from the parsing procedure. The Dictionary Entry Parser uses a grammar made up of parsing rules; from the grammar rules, DEP determines the Lexical Data Base design, or hierarchical structure of attributes (field names) used in the data base and parses the typesetting text into
structured trees. Fig. 8 shows a sample Lexical Data Base entry from the COLLINS GERMAN-ENGLISH DICTIONARY.

The data base template or design, like the one in Fig. 9, plays a central role in the user interface of the Lexical Query Language. The user manipulates a sample template, marking it with example elements to define a query in a process that might be called "query by structure". In this way, the user can precisely specify information to be retrieved from an LDB. Fig. 10 shows a simple LQL query that will extract for printing a German-English dictionary of musical terms with their parts of speech from the German-English Lexical Data Base (derived from the COLLINS GERMAN-ENGLISH DICTIONARY). The example shows a pruned template tree with example elements to reference the nodes. The condition box specifies that the node referenced with \(-n\) (domain) be equal to the string "Mus." Retrieval of entries may be made subject to a wide variety of conditions on the values of nodes in the hierarchy. It is possible, for example, to ask for only entries that have a verb sense, or that have "rope" in one of their translations. Further, users can control what attributes are shown in the answer to the query, creating a new LDB out of just those elements that are part of the answer. Users may request entire entries, only certain nodes, or just the values at particular leaf nodes. The output may be formatted for display or for printing using a two-dimensional formatting language which is part of LQL. Both text format and column layout are possible. In the example, the user has specified a simple formatting of output suitable for printing, with the addition of GML tags for changing fonts. The result of putting the LQL output through a formatter is shown at the bottom of the figure. Support for even more sophisticated output specifications should make it possible to automatically customize and print in dictionary text format any selected contents of an LDB.

```
entry
  +-hdw Tau
  |  +-superhom
  |  |  +-pronunc Tau
  |  |  |  +-supernum 1
  |  |  |  |  +-hom
  |  |  |  |  |  +-pos n
  |  |  |  |  |  |  +-gender m
  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  +-nmorph -(e)s no pl
  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  +-sens
  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  +-tran
  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  +-word dew
  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  +-collocat
  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  +-source vor ~ und Tag
  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  +-style poet
  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  +-targ
  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  +-target
  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  +-word at break of day
  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  +-style poet
  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  +-superhom
  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  +-pronunc Tau
  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  +-supernum 2
  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  +-hom
  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  +-pos n
  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  +-gender nt
  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  +-nmorph -(e)s, -e
  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  +-usage_note Sell
  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  +-sens
  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  +-tran
  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  +-word rope
  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  +-tran
  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  +-domain Naut
  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  +-word hawser
```

Figure 8 Sample LDB — COLLINS GERMAN-ENGLISH entry for Tau.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>entry</th>
<th>/<em>root of the tree</em>/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/<em>English headword; key to the DAM file</em>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+-hdw</td>
<td>/<em>superscript homograph</em>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+-hum</td>
<td>/<em>superscript number from printed dictionary</em>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+-pron</td>
<td>/<em>encoded pronunciati0ns</em>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+-altspel</td>
<td>/<em>alternate spelling</em>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+-note</td>
<td>/<em>e.g. &quot;U.S. English&quot;</em>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+-spel</td>
<td>/<em>the alternate spelling string</em>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+-hom</td>
<td>/<em>homograph</em>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+-hum</td>
<td>/<em>homograph number</em>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+-pos</td>
<td>/<em>part-of-speech</em>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+-morph</td>
<td>/<em>irregular inflections, etc.</em>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+-sens</td>
<td>/<em>sense</em>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+-snum</td>
<td>/<em>sense number</em>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+-xlat</td>
<td>/<em>translation information for headword</em>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+-note</td>
<td>/<em>usage note for the English phrase</em>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+-spel</td>
<td>/<em>the Italian translation</em>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+-gnd</td>
<td>/<em>grammatical information about the Italian</em>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+-xmp</td>
<td>/<em>&quot;example&quot; phrases containing headword</em>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+-note</td>
<td>/<em>usage note for the English phrase</em>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+-gloss</td>
<td>/<em>the English phrase</em>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+-pos</td>
<td>/<em>part-of-speech</em>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+-expl</td>
<td>/<em>more usage information</em>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+-tran</td>
<td>/<em>Italian Translation of phrase</em>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+-gnd</td>
<td>/<em>grammatical information about the Italian</em>/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 9** Simplified LDB design for the **COLLINS SANSONI ENGLISH-ITALIAN DICTIONARY**.

LQL will eventually allow users to update entries. Currently, users can insert, delete, or change nodes in an entry tree. We are currently exploring requirements and mechanisms for using LQL as a dictionary entry editor.

LQL is currently being used in the Lexical Systems project to extract information of various kinds from LDB's. One project is the extraction of data on verb-particle constructions from Lexical Data Bases built from several of our on-line dictionary resources for use in a computational dictionary for systems. We envision using LQL also in the on-line display of dictionaries for people. The implementation of a linear query format which does not depend on interactive user query construction will enable programs, notably WordSmith, to specify selection of data and formatting of LDB data. This will allow users to customize many different dictionaries from a single LDB.

**5. Conclusion**

Until recently, lexicographers writing dictionaries have had few tools available beyond their typewriters, pencils, file boxes, and piles of books. As computer hardware has become cheaper, access to it is expanding beyond the publishers' accounting offices, reaching the people who actually write the books. With this hardware come software tools in the form of word processing and desktop publishing. For lexicographers, these tools are only a beginning. We have described in this paper a set of independently motivated referencing and management tools which can be applied to tasks of interest to lexicographers, showing the promise of computational tools for lexicography and the publication of dictionaries.
Sample Formatted Output:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Fis} & : \text{F sharp}.
\text{Flöten} & : \text{flute.}
\text{Ganzton} & : \text{(whole) tone.}
\text{Gavotte} & : \text{gavotte.}
\text{Ges} & : \text{G flat.}
\text{Gis} & : \text{G sharp.}
\text{Griffbrett} & : \text{fingerboard.}
\text{Grundakkord} & : \text{chord in root position.}
\text{Halbton} & : \text{semitone.}
\text{Haltebogen} & : \text{tie.}
\text{Harmonisieren} & : \text{to harmonize.}
\text{Harmonisierung} & : \text{harmonization.}
\text{His} & : \text{B sharp.}
\text{Homophon} & : \text{homophonic.}
\text{Hornbläser} & : \text{horn player.}
\end{align*}
\]

Sample formatted dictionary:

- Fis n F sharp.
- Flöten v to play on the flute.
- Flügelhorn n flugelhorn.
- Ganzton n (whole) tone.
- Gavotte n gavotte.
- Ges n G flat.
- Gis n G sharp.
- Griffbrett n fingerboard.
- Grundakkord n chord in root position.
- Halbton n semitone.
- Haltebogen n tie.
- Harmonisieren v to harmonize.
- Harmonisierung n harmonization.
- His n B sharp.
- Homophon adj homophonic.
- Hornbläser n horn player.

Figure 10 Sample LQL query with GML markup formatted output.
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